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Abstract
Old Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings are facing different degrees of structural deterioration
and require proper strengthening to enhance their structural performance as well as to extend
their life span. Fabric reinforced Alkali-Activated Slag (AAS) matrix is proposed to strengthen
RC beams in this study. Seven RC beams with and without strengthening were prepared and
tested under four-point bending. Test results indicate that use of AAS matrix as replacement
for conventional cement-based matrix can change the failure mode of the strengthened beams
from end-debonding of strengthening layer to slippage combined with rupture of fabric. The
AAS-based strengthening strategy is able to enhance the loading capacity and flexural stiffness
of RC beams as well as to reduce the strain of tensile reinforcements. Except the specimens
failed in the premature debonding, increasing the fabric amount in the strengthening scheme
improves the loading capacity of beams. In an optimal case, the yielding and ultimate loads of
the strengthened beams are enhanced by 22.2% and 26.4%, respectively. Moreover, an
analytical model was developed to predict the characteristic loads of the fabric reinforced AAS
matrix strengthened beams. It shows that the analytical model could overestimate the yielding
and ultimate loads of the strengthened beams, probably due to slippage and reduced synergistic
effect of fabric bundles in the strengthening system. Based on that, two efficiency factors of
0.35 and 0.25, taking account of the area of effective fabric, are obtained and recommended to
estimate the yielding and ultimate loads of fabric reinforced AAS matrix-strengthened beams,
respectively.

Keywords: alkali-activated slag, reinforced concrete beams, strengthening, carbon fabric,
CFRP bar.

1. Introduction
A great number of existing buildings need proper rehabilitation or strengthening to enhance
their structural performance as well as to extend their life span. This is mainly caused by the
improper design or construction, the change of loads, and the deterioration of materials, etc.
For Reinforced Concrete (RC) beams, many flexural strengthening methods have been
developed in the past decades, such as externally bonding Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP)
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laminate [1,2], concrete jacketing [3], steel jacketing [4]. Among them, FRP laminate has the
advantages over the others in terms of high strength/weight ratio, free of corrosion, and ease of
construction [5]. However, the effectiveness of FRP laminate strengthening method is
significantly influenced by the epoxy resin that serves as the embedding matrix for fibres and
the bonding agent between the FRP laminate and the concrete substrate. The high shear stress
developed at the concrete-FRP interface probably leads to the debonding failure of
strengthening layer [6]. Due to the organic nature of epoxy, FRP laminate strengthening method
suffers several problems, e.g. poor fire resistance, difficulty of applying on a wet surface, and
incompatibility with existing concrete [7].
Several attempts have been explored to overcome the above-mentioned problems. Ebead [8]
strengthened RC beams with hybrid externally bonded/mechanically fastened FRPs, and found
that the use of hybrid FRPs can enhance the loading capacity and stiffness of beams as
compared with epoxy bonded FRPs. Rahman et al. [9] investigated the flexural behaviour of
RC beams strengthened with combined plate bonding and near-surface mounted (NSM) FRPs.
The failure load of beam strengthened with combined plate bonding and NSM FRPs is 32%
higher than that strengthened with plate bonding method. Chen et al. [10] found that attaching
steel plates on FRP plates is able to improve the load-carrying capacity and ductility of RC
beams. Diotallevi et al. [11] developed a thermal-resistant water-based resin as replacement for
epoxy matrix for FRP, and found that both resins exhibit similar effectiveness on enhancing the
structural performance of RC beams. Majhi et al. [12] evaluated the structural performance of
the FRP-strengthened beams with alkali-activated siliceous paste and epoxy resin as the
bonding agent. It was found that the alkali-activated siliceous-bonded FRP strengthening
method exhibit better high-temperature resistance than the conventional epoxy-based
strengthening method. At a temperature of 100℃, the beam strengthened with alkali-activated
siliceous system possesses nearly 33% higher loading capacity than that with the epoxy resin.
Similarly, Zhang et al. [13] compared the load-deflection behaviour of RC beams retrofitted
with epoxy or geopolymer-bonded carbon FRP. The beam strengthened with geopolymer-based
FRP achieves a better fire resistance as it exhibits a lower deflection than that with epoxy-based
FRP. Overall, it has demonstrated that cementitious material can be used to substitute the
conventional epoxy as an alternative bonding agent in the FRP strengthening method. However,
it could probably affect the efficiency of FRP strengthening method due to the reduced bonding
between the FRP laminate and the concrete substrate.
Recently, Fabric Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) has been developed as an
alternative strengthening or repair system for RC structures [14,15]. Compared with the FRP,
the FRCM possesses the advantages of high-temperature resistance, low cost, applicability
under low temperature or on wet concrete surface, permeability to water vapours, and
compatibility with concrete substrate [7]. Those advantages are mainly associated with the
avoidance of epoxy in the strengthening system. The effectiveness of FRCM strengthening
method is significantly affected by characteristics of fabric [16,17], impregnation quality of
matrix into fabric [18], and coating condition of fabric [19]. Truong et al. [20] tested twelve
RC beams strengthened with FRCM, and reported that externally applied FRCM layer can
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increase the ultimate load of RC beams by 27%. Aljazaeri et al. [21] evaluated the structural
performance of FRCM-strengthened beams with glass spike or U-wrapped anchorage system.
The use of anchorages is effective in shifting the failure mode of the strengthened beams from
end-debonding of FRCM to slippage of fabric, leading to 21% enhancement of ultimate load.
Irshidat and Al-Shannaq [22] added carbon nano-tubes into the matrix of FRCM, and reported
that the addition of carbon nano-tube has marginal impact on the flexural capacity of the
strengthened beams, but evidently enhances their flexural stiffness.
Nevertheless, the application of FRCM system consumes a large amount of Ordinary Portland
Cement (OPC) whose production has become one of the main sources responsible for
greenhouse gas emissions in the construction industry. On the other hand, alkali-activated
material has been recognised as a promising binder to replace the OPC due to its better
mechanical properties [23], sulphate resistance [24], and fire resistance [25]. Although there
are many studies focusing on the properties of alkali-activated materials, the research in the
use of alkali-activated material-based matrix in FRCM system remains limited. Menna et al.
[26] strengthened shallow beams with carbon or steel fabric reinforced geopolymer, and
reported that the use of steel fabric reinforced geopolymer can significantly enhance the loading
capacity of RC beams by 100%. Al-Majidi et al. [27] also adopted geopolymer as the matrix
of fabric or steel bars to strengthen RC beams, and reported that the beam strengthened with
steel bars reinforced geopolymer exhibits doubled ultimate load as compared with the control
beam. These studies mainly focus on the use of fly ash-based geopolymer as the matrix for
fabric. the use of fabric reinforced Alkali-Activated Slag (AAS) as strengthening method for
RC structures has drawn little attention, despite that AAS has advantages over geopolymer such
as higher early strength [28].
In this study, the effectiveness of fabric reinforced AAS matrix for flexural strengthening of
RC beams is investigated. Flexural tests on RC beams with or without strengthening were
conducted to compare their failure mode, loading capacity, stiffness, and strain of tensile
reinforcements. The influence of matrix type, fabric bundle size, total fabric amount, and form
of reinforcement in the strengthening scheme on the flexural behaviour of RC beams was
estimated. Moreover, an analytical model was proposed to predict the yielding and ultimate
loads of beams strengthened with the fabric reinforced AAS matrix.
2. Experimental program
2.1 Matrix
OPC mortar and AAS mortar were used as the matrix in the strengthening method and their
mix formulations are given in Table 1. For the binder, grade 42.5 cement was selected for the
OPC mortar, while ground granulated blast-furnace slag blended with fly ash was used for the
AAS mortar. The mass ratio of slag to fly ash was fixed at 7:3 to ensure a suitable workability
and volumetric stability of AAS mortar [29]. The activator for AAS was prepared by dissolving
the solid sodium hydroxide into water, which was then blended with water glass solution. The
water glass solution comprises 26.83% SiO2, 8.32% Na2O, and 64.85% H2O by mass. The
alkali dosage of the activator was fixed at 4% Na2O by mass of binder while the mass ratio of
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SiO2/Na2O in the activator was 1.5. The prepared alkali activator had been cooled down to
room temperature before it was used for preparing AAS mortar. Sand with the maximum
particle size of 2.36 mm was used as aggregate in both OPC and AAS mortars. Polypropylene
fibres were added at a volume fraction of 1.0% to mitigate the dry shrinkage [30] and improve
the bond between the fabric and the matrix [31]. Compressive tests were conducted for the
OPC and AAS matrixes on the same day for testing of RC beams. The average compressive
strength of OPC and AAS matrixes are 52.8 MPa and 53.5 MPa, respectively.
Table 1. Mix formulation of OPC and AAS matrix.
Matrix
OPC mortar
AAS mortar

Binder
(g/cm3)
1.048
1.048

Water
(g/cm3)
0.346
-

Alkaline activator
(g/cm3)
0.436

Sand
(g/cm3)
1.310
1.310

Fibre
(g/cm3)
0.009
0.009

Note: the mass of alkaline activator includes the water in NaOH solution and water glass.

2.2 Reinforcement in matrix
Carbon fabric and FRP bars shown in Figure 1 were adopted as the reinforcements in the
strengthening scheme. Two types of fabric with different cross section areas of a single bundle,
namely S-type and L-type, were used. They have a mesh size of 20 mm in both warp and weft
directions. The cross-section area of a single bundle in the S-type and L-type fabric is 0.89
mm2 and 2.23 mm2, respectively. The FRP bars with a diameter of 6 mm were spirally wrapped
with glass fibre string to enhance the roughness of surface. Table 2 gives geometrical and
mechanical properties of carbon fabric and FRP bars provided by the manufacturer.

Glass fiber string wrapping

Bundles

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Reinforcements for the strengthening scheme: (a) CFRP fabric and (b) CFRP bars.

Table 2. Properties of carbon fabric and FRP bar
Reinforcement

Area per
bundle/bar
(mm2)

Spacing of
bundles
(mm)
4

Tensile
strength fu
(MPa)

Elastic
modulus Ef
(GPa)

Rupture
strain εu
(%)

S-type fabric
L-type fabric
Bar

0.89
2.23
28.26

20

2,300

240

0.96

N/A

1,800

120

1.5

2.3 Fabric reinforced AAS matrix
Tensile properties of fabric reinforced AAS matrix were evaluated by a uniaxial tensile test.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of fabric reinforced AAS matrix coupon and the corresponding
uniaxial tensile test setup. Both ends of the coupon were gripped by the clamping wedges,
while the gripping regions of the coupon were bonded with aluminium tabs for applying a
uniform stress. Two linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were installed with a
gauge length of 150 mm on the coupon to measure its extension. Four groups of fabric
reinforced AAS matrix coupons with different types of matrix, fabric, sectional area of fabric
were prepared and tested as shown in Table 3. Three coupons were included in each group. The
uniaxial tensile load was applied in the displacement-control mode with a constant rate of 0.5
mm/min.
100
60

20

85

20

Gauge length=150

thickness=16

LVDTs

85

40

400

40

Coupon

Figure 2. Geometry of fabric reinforced AAS matrix coupons and test setup (unit: mm).
Table 3. Summary of fabric reinforced AAS matrix coupons.
Group
Matrix
Fabric
Number of bundles
OS1A
OPC
S-type
10
AS1A
AAS
S-type
10
AL1A
AAS
L-type
4
AL2A
AAS
L-type
8
- Af : sectional area of fabric bundles;
- ρf : ratio of Af divided by the gross section of the coupon;
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Af (mm2)
8.9
8.9
8.9
17.8

ρf (%)
0.93
0.93
0.93
1.85

1.5

6
5

1.2

4

Stress (MPa)

Stress (MPa)

OS1A
AS1A

OS1A
AS1A
AL1A
AL2A

3

0.9

0.6

2

0.3

1
0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

0.0
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

Strain (%)

Strain (%)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Stress-strain relationship of fabric reinforced AAS/OPC matrix coupons.
Figure 3(a) shows the tensile stress-strain relationships of fabric reinforced AAS/OPC matrix

coupons. The stress is calculated through dividing the tensile force by the gross sectional area
of the coupon, while the strain is determined through dividing the extension recorded by LVDTs
by the gauge length. In general, the stress-strain curves of fabric reinforced AAS/OPC matrix
can be characterized by four stages, including the elastic stage before matrix cracking, the
multiple cracking stage with the fluctuation of stress, the ascending stage when the fabric
bundles take most load, and the descending stage corresponding to the failure of coupons due
to the fabric slippage. For the most fabric reinforced AAS/OPC matrix coupons, the peak
tensile stress is achieved at a strain between 1% and 1.5%. The peak stress of fabric reinforced
AAS matrix increases with the amount of fabric. In addition, the tensile behaviour of fabric
reinforced OPC and AAS matrix can be differentiated by the initial stiffness of groups OS1A
and AS1A as shown in Figure 3(b).The fabric reinforced AAS matrix has a higher stiffness than
the fabric reinforced OPC matrix.
2.4 RC beams
Seven RC beams, including one control specimen and six strengthened specimens, were
prepared and tested. The beams with a total length of 2,400 mm have an identical cross-section
of 150 mm (width) × 250 mm (height). They are designed to achieve a ductile flexural
behaviour of beams. In this case, two D12 steel rebars and two D8 steel rebars are adopted as
the tensile and compressive reinforcements, respectively. The concrete cover is controlled at
20 mm. To prevent shear failure, D8 stirrups are intensively arranged with a spacing of 100
mm along the beam. The tensile reinforcement ratio ρs defined as As/(bh0) is 0.69%, where As
is the area of tensile reinforcements, b is the width of the section, and h0 is the depth of tensile
reinforcement. Tensile and compression tests were conducted to measure the properties of steel
bars and concrete, respectively. The yielding strengths of D8 and D12 steel bars are 455.3 MPa
and 479.1 MPa, respectively. The 28-day cubic compressive strength fcu of concrete is 23.8
MPa. Geometry and reinforcement details of RC beams are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Geometry and reinforcement detail of RC beams.
2.5 Strengthening scheme
The RC beams were strengthened by externally applying carbon fabric or FRP bars reinforced
matrix to the beam soffit. To fully utilize the area of beam substrate, the strengthening layer
has the same width as the beam. A typical thickness for FRCM system of 20 mm is adopted for
the strengthening layer [32]. To provide sufficient anchorage, the strengthening layer is
extended close to the beam ends, with a total length of 1,700 mm. Figure 5 shows the sectional
view of the strengthening layers with different arrangements of fabric or bars.

Figure 5. Sectional view of the strengthened beams.
The application procedure of carbon fabric or bars reinforced AAS/OPC matrix for
strengthening of RC beams is shown in Figure 6. The concrete surface was first roughened by
an electrical bush hammer to remove the superficial mortar and was then cleaned by a vacuum
cleaner. After saturating the cleaned surface with water, the first layer of matrix was cast.
Carbon fabric or FRP bars were then placed and slightly tapped into the matrix. The above
casting and installation steps were repeated if multiple layers of fabric were adopted in the
strengthening scheme. The last layer of matrix was subsequently applied. The strengthening
layer was covered with a plastic film and cured at an ambient temperature.
Untreated

Treated

(a) Surface preparation

(b) Casting base matrix layer
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(c) Impregnation of fabric

(d) Casting new matrix layer

(e) Casting completion

(f) Sealing for curing

Figure 6. Strengthening procedure for RC beams.
Table 4 summarizes the RC beam specimens with various strengthening schemes. The names
of specimens indicate their strengthening scheme, starting with B for beam, followed by the
matrix type, the matrix reinforcement type and the total area of fabric. The area of fabric A0
was determined as 39.9 mm2, considering the geometry of fabric and constructability of the
strengthening method. The equivalent reinforcement ratio defined as ρeq=ρs+ρext(Eext/Es) is also
calculated and given in Table 4, where ρs and ρext are the reinforcement ratios of As (i.e. area of
steel bars) and Aext (i.e. area of fabric or CFRP bars) over their corresponding effective sectional
area, respectively [26]. Specimen B-A-Bar with four 6 mm diameter CFRP bars has a similar
equivalent reinforcement ratio as specimen B-A-L-1.5A0.
Table 4. Summary of RC beam specimens.
Specimen

Matrix

Reinforcement

Number of bundles

B-C
B-O-S-A0
B-A-S-A0
B-A-L-A0
B-A-L-1.5A0
B-A-L-2A0
B-A-Bar

N/A
OPC
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS
AAS

N/A
S-type fabric
S-type fabric
L-type fabric
L-type fabric
L-type fabric
CFRP Bar

N/A
45
45
18
27
36
4

2.6 Test setup and instrumentation
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Aext
(mm2)
N/A
40
40
40
60
80
113

ρeq
(%)
0.70
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.88
0.94
0.87

Figure 7. Test setup for RC beams
Figure 7 shows the test setup for a four-point bending test of RC beams. The beam was simply
supported with a clear span of 2,100 mm. A vertical load was monotonically applied through a
load-transfer beam, resulting in a 700 mm long pure-bending zone in the middle of beam. The
load was applied in a constant rate of 1.5 mm/min. To monitor and evaluate structural response
of the beams, four LVDTs were installed to record the deflection of beam at the middle span
and the loading points. Moreover, two strain gauges were installed on the tensile
reinforcements at middle of the beam to monitor their strains. Data from LVDTs and strain
gauges was recorded by a data acquisition system with a frequency of 1 Hz.
3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1 Crack pattern and failure mode
Figure 8 shows the crack patterns and failure modes of the RC beams with and without
strengthening. As shown in Figure 8(a), the control specimen failed in a typical flexural mode
for ductile RC beam. Cracks first appeared in the tensile zone at the mid-span of the beam. The
yielding of longitudinal reinforcements subsequently occurred as the deflection increased,
followed with the crushing of concrete in the compression zone. For the strengthened beams,
tensile cracks were first found at the tensile zone of concrete, followed with the occurrence of
matched cracks at the strengthening layer as shown in Figure 9(a). This indicates that the
strengthening layer has a better capacity in crack control, which is probably contributed to the
addition of chopped fibres in the strengthening matrix [33]. After entering the yield stage, the
strengthened beams showed different crack patterns and failure modes, particularly at the
interface between the strengthening layer and concrete substrate.
For the beam strengthened with fabric reinforced OPC matrix (i.e. specimen B-O-S-A0),
debonding of the strengthening layer occurred at the interface between matrix and concrete
from its ends when the deflection researched around 9.0 mm. However, the beam strengthened
with fabric reinforced AAS matrix (i.e. in specimen B-A-S-A0) failed with slippage combined
with rupture of fabric. This indicates that replacing OPC matrix with AAS matrix can change
9

the failure mode from the end-debonding of strengthening layer to the rupture of fabric as
shown in Figure 9(b). This improvement could be attributed to the better bonding of AAS
matrix with concrete substrate as the same fabric was used in both strengthening schemes. The
change of failure mode also indicates the better utilization of strength of fabric in the
strengthening system.

(a) B-C

(b) B-O-S-A0

(c) B-A-S-A0

(d) B-A-L-A0

(e) B-A-L-1.5A0

(f) B-A-L-2A0

(g) B-A-Bar

Figure 8. Final crack patterns and failure modes of beams.
The beams strengthened with L-type fabric with cross section areas of A0 and 1.5A0 also failed
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by slippage combined with rupture of fabric in the strengthening layers. However, further
increasing the cross-section area of fabric to 2A0 triggered the debonding between matrix and
fabric layer as shown in Figure 9(c). This failure mode typically occurs when dense fabrics are
used in fabric reinforced AAS matrix [34], which decreases the efficiency of the strengthening
system. The use of CFRP bars in the strengthening system also changed the failure mode of
beam back to the debonding of strengthening layer at the matrix-concrete interface. Comparing
specimens B-A-L-1.5A0 and B-A-Bar with similar equivalent reinforcement ratio, the different
failure mode could be attributed to the rough surface of CFRP bars that prevented the local
slippage of CFRP bars against matrix. Hence, the stress developed on the matrix-concrete
interface is higher and exceeded the bonding capacity, resulting in the debonding of the whole
strengthening layer. It suggests that anchorage method should be provided in order to further
utilize the capacity of CFRP bars in the AAS-based strengthening system.
Dense fabric

Concrete

Matrix

Fabric rupture

(a) matched crack

(b) fabric rupture

(c) interlaminate debonding

Figure 9. Failure characteristics of strengthening layer.

3.2 Load-deflection behaviour
Figure 10 shows the load-deflection curves for RC beams with and without strengthening. The
load-deflection curve for control specimen represents a ductile flexural behaviour which
consists of elastic, cracking and yielding stages. Generally, the strengthened beams exhibit
enhanced performance in terms of ultimate load and stiffness, particularly at the yielding stage.
The load of the strengthened beams evidently drops after reaching the ultimate load. This is
mainly caused by the premature debonding of strengthening layer or the combined slippage
and rupture of fabric in the strengthening system. Afterwards, the load-deflection behaviour of
the strengthened beams tends to be consistent with that of control specimen.
Figure 10(a) shows the load-deflection behaviour of control beam and the beams strengthened
with fabric reinforced OPC or AAS matrix. Specimen B-O-S-A0 exhibits a slight improvement
in loading capacity over the control specimen at the yielding stage, followed with a sudden
drop in load due to the premature end-debonding at the concrete-matrix interface. As the
horizontal debonding crack propagates towards middle span of the beam, the load fluctuates as
the deflection increases. Once the debonding crack connects to the concrete tensile crack, the
load-deflection curve tends to be stable. With the better bonding of AAS with concrete,
specimen B-A-S-A0 shows a higher loading capacity attained at a larger deflection. For instance,
the first significant decrease in load happens at the deflection of 15 mm. However, slippage
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Figure 10. Load-deflection curves for RC beams with different (a) types of matrix, (b)
types of fabric, (c) amounts of fabric, and (d) forms of reinforcement.
Figure 10(b) compares the load-deflection relationships of RC beams strengthened with S-type
or L-type fabric reinforced AAS matrix. Comparing to the small-section fabric, the use of largesection fabric in the strengthening system improves the ultimate load of the strengthened beams.
This is attributed to the better synergistic effects of bundles in the large-section fabric. For a
given cross-section area of fabric, there are more bundles in the S-type fabric that might not be
able to simultaneously take load. Therefore, there are gradual drops in the load-deflection curve
for specimen B-A-S-A0 as the bundles progressively ruptured. On the other hand, the load drop
for specimen B-A-L-A0 is larger than that for specimen B-A-S-A0, which is caused by the
higher force sustained by each single large-section bundle. Overall, fabric with large-size
bundles is preferred for the proposed strengthening system.
Figure 10(c) shows the load-deflection behaviour of RC beams with different amounts of fabric
in the strengthening system. Increasing fabric content from A0 to 1.5A0 enhances the ultimate
load of RC beam, although the enhancement is not proportional to the amount of fabric. It can
be found that specimen B-A-L-1.5A0 achieves a higher ultimate load at a lower deflection as
compared with specimen B-A-L-A0. A tremendous fluctuation in load-deflection curves
indicates the progressive rupture of fabric inside the strengthening layer. Afterwards, tensile
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force was redistributed to the steel rebars and finally the load-deflection curve tends to be
consistent with that of control specimen. However, further increasing fabric amount to 2A0
decreases the ultimate load and its corresponding deflection. This is in agreement with the
experimental observation that the overly added fabric brings the interlaminate debonding
between matrix and fabric layers.
Figure 10(d) compares the load-deflection curves of the beams strengthened with a similar
equivalent reinforcement ratio of carbon fabric or FRP bars. The two strengthening schemes
have nearly identical impact on the load-deflection curve before entering their yielding stage.
Afterwards, the beam strengthened with CFRP bars (i.e. specimen B-A-Bar) shows a slower
increase of load. When the deflection reaches about 15 mm, their load-deflection curves show
dramatic drops of load due to the failure of strengthening layers. The observed debonding of
strengthening layer in specimen B-A-Bar causes the first significant drop in load. As the
debonding penetrates towards middle span of the beam, there is another minor drop in load.
After the failure of strengthening layers, both strengthened specimens exhibit similar loaddeflection responses as the control specimen.
3.3 Characteristic loads
Based on the load-deflection curves, cracking load Fc, yielding load Fy and ultimate load Fu of
the beams are obtained and summarized in Table 5. Here, the cracking load Fc is defined as the
load corresponding to occurrence of first flexural crack during the test. The yielding load Fy is
defined as the load when tensile reinforcement enters yielding stage. The ultimate load Fu is
defined as the maximum load in a load-deflection curve. In general, the use of the proposed
strengthening scheme can increase the cracking, yielding and ultimate loads of RC beams.
Table 5. Characteristic loads of specimens.
Specimen
Fc (kN)
Fy (kN)
Fu (kN)

B-C

B-O-S-A0

B-A-S-A0

B-A-L-A0

B-A-L-1.5A0

B-A-L-2A0

B-A-Bar

17.7
N/A
55.5
N/A
65.5
N/A

18.8
+6.2%
59.3
+6.8%
68.2
+4.1%

21.2
+19.8%
61.7
+11.2%
72.1
+10.1%

20.5
+15.8%
63.4
+14.2%
75.9
+15.9%

20.1
+10.2%
67.8
+22.2%
82.8
+26.4%

19.7
+11.3%
66.8
+20.4%
74.4
+13.6%

20.0
+13.0%
64.5
+16.2%
75.1
+14.7%

The beam strengthened with OPC matrix shows the smallest enhancement in cracking load as
compared with those strengthened with AAS matrix. This is mainly attributed to less effective
force transfer at the concrete-OPC matrix interface. Among the beams strengthened with AAS
matrix, increasing the amount of fabric reduces the enhancement in cracking load. This is
because that the force in the strengthening system is mainly taken by the matrix before
cracking. As a result, the cracking load of strengthened beams highly depends on the property
of matrix. The beams strengthened with a larger amount of fabric (e.g. specimens B-A-L-1.5A0
and B-A-L-2A0) possess a smaller area of matrix in the strengthening layer, leading to a smaller
enhancement in cracking load.
As the formation of tensile cracks, forces in the tensile zone were mainly taken by steel rebars
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in the concrete and the fabrics inside the strengthening layer. Thus, yielding load Fy highly
depends on the amount of reinforcements embedded in the matrix. Consequently, the beams
strengthened with a higher amount of fabric exhibits a larger enhancement ratio in the yielding
load. Similarly, specimen B-O-A-A0 exhibits the lowest improvement due to the poor bond
between OPC matrix and concrete. Comparing the yielding load of specimens B-A-S-A0 with
B-A-L-A0, it can be found that the large-section bundle in the strengthening system is more
effective in enhancing the yielding load of beams. The yielding load of specimen B-A-Bar is
increased by 16.2%, which is lower than that of specimen B-A-L-1.5A0. With a similar
equivalent reinforcement ratio in the strengthening layer, the carbon fabrics are more effective
than CFRP bars in improving the yielding load of strengthened beam.
The ultimate load Fu of strengthened beams is influenced by both the amount of reinforcement
inside matrix and the failure mode. For instance, the beam strengthened with OPC matrix (i.e.
specimen B-O-S-A0) shows the smallest enhancement in ultimate load as it failed in premature
end-debonding of strengthening layer. With rupture of fabric, the beams strengthened with AAS
matrix generally show a higher improvement in ultimate load. Among them, increasing the
amount of fabric (i.e. specimen B-A-L-1.5A0) enhances the improvement in ultimate load as
the end-debonding of strengthening layer was prevented. However, further increasing the
amount of fabric (i.e. specimen B-A-L-2A0) has a negative impact on the ultimate load of the
beam as debonding between fabric and matrix occurred. The enhancement of ultimate load for
the beam strengthened with CFRP bars is less than that of specimen B-A-L-1.5A0, due to the
early debonding at the matrix-concrete interface.
3.4 Stiffness
The elastic stiffness Ke and cracking stiffness Kc are defined as the slope of load-deflection
curve before and after the first cracking [35] and are tabulated in Table 6. All the strengthened
beams possess higher Ke and Kc than control specimen.
Table 6. Elastic stiffness and cracking stiffness of RC beams.
Specimen
Ke
(kN/mm)
Kc
(kN/mm)

B-C
14.6
N/A
5.8
N/A

B-O-S-A0
23.7
+62.3%
6.0
+3.4%

B-A-S-A0
25.9
+77.4%
6.0
+3.4%

B-A-L-A0
24.8
+69.9%
5.9
+1.7%

B-A-L-1.5A0
23.1
+58.5%
6.2
+6.9%

B-A-L-2A0
16.2
+11.0%
6.3
+8.6%

B-A-Bar
19.6
+34.2%
6.2
+6.9%

The elastic stiffness Ke of strengthened beams mainly relies on the characteristics of matrix in
the strengthening layer. For the beams strengthened with the same amount of fabric, the elastic
stiffness of beam strengthened with OPC matrix is slightly lower than that with AAS matrix,
which is probably caused by the lower stiffness of the fabric reinforced OPC matrix as
compared to the fabric reinforced AAS matrix. For the beams strengthened with AAS matrix,
adopting more fabric in the strengthening system decreases their elastic stiffness. This is caused
by the decreased area of matrix in the strengthening scheme. In addition, specimen B-A-L-2A0
shows the smallest enhancement in elastic stiffness of 11.0%, due to the over-placement of
fabric that reduced the force transferring between fabric and matrix layers. With a similar
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equivalent reinforcement ratio, specimen B-A-Bar exhibits the smaller elastic stiffness Ke than
specimen B-A-L-1.5A0.
The strengthened beams show a similar improvement in cracking stiffness ranging from 1.7%
to 8.6%. For the beams strengthened with AAS matrix, cracking stiffness Kc increases as the
amount of fabric in the strengthening layer increases. The highest improvement in cracking
stiffness is attained at 8.6% for specimen B-A-L-2A0. The cracking stiffness of specimens BA-L-1.5A0 and B-A-Bar tends to be consistent as these two specimens have similar equivalent
reinforcement ratio in the strengthening scheme.
3.5 Strain of tensile steel reinforcement
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Figure 11. Relation of strain of reinforcement to force of beams.
Figure 11 shows the relationship of the applied vertical force versus the strain of tensile
reinforcement at the mid-span of beam. With the strengthening systems applied, strains of
tensile reinforcements in the beams subjected to the same applied force are obviously reduced
as compared with that of control specimen. For instance, the strains of reinforcements for the
strengthened beams are reduced by nearly 20% at the vertical load of 65.0 kN. Under a smaller
vertical force below 15.0 kN, there is no significant difference in the strain of reinforcements
for all the specimens. This indicates the effectiveness of the strengthening system is not evident
before the occurrence of first crack in the beams. As the applied vertical load increases, the
strain of reinforcements in control specimen increases faster than that in the strengthened
specimens. It indicates that the strengthening layer installed on the beam can decrease the strain
of reinforcement, particularly for specimens subjected to a high load. The strain of
reinforcements in the strengthened beams tends to be similar, indicating that the different
flexural responses of strengthened beams are mainly caused by the fabric reinforced AAS
matrix. However, the strain of reinforcements for the beam strengthened with CFRP bars is
slightly lower than that of other strengthened beams. This reflects that CFRP bars in the
strengthening system seem to be more effective in diverging the force taken by steel
reinforcements of beam.
4. Theoretical analysis
To further analyse the efficiency of fabric in the strengthening system, an analytical model
based on sectional analysis is proposed. The model assumes a plane strain distribution. The
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concrete properties are determined based on the Chinese code GB50010 [36]. The steel
reinforcement and carbon fabric are assumed to be elastic-perfectly-plastic and elastic-brittle.
The analytical model is developed for the strengthened beams failed in the mode of fabric
rupture. Although debonding between matrix and concrete is another common failure mode, it
can be prevented by providing proper anchorage systems. Moreover, rupture of fabrics in the
strengthened beams is preferable as it reflects a higher utilization of fabric in the strengthening
system. The yielding load Fy and ultimate load Fu were predicted by the developed model and
compared with the test results. Based on the comparison, the efficiency of fabric embedded in
matrix of the proposed strengthening system is evaluated and discussed.
4.1 Analytical model for yielding and ultimate states
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Figure 12. Strain distribution at failure modes and boundary limits.
To predict the yielding and ultimate loads, a cross-sectional analysis of RC beams strengthened
with fabric reinforced AAS matrix was performed. Figure 12 shows the strain distribution of
cross sections under different strain states. The yielding state is characterised by the yielding
of tensile reinforcement, and the yielding load can be calculated accordingly. There are two
failure modes of strengthened beams under the ultimate state, depending on the properties of
concrete and the amount of fabric. If the concrete strength is high enough but the amount of
fabric placed is insufficient, failure of section could happen with fabric rupture (i.e. failure
mode M1 in Figure 12). If concrete reaches the ultimate strain prior to the rupture of fabric, the
failure initiates at the compression zone with concrete crushing (i.e. failure mode M2 in Figure
12). This failure normally occurs for the beam with a large amount of fabric. There also exists
a boundary case when the concrete crushing and fabric rupture simultaneously occur at the
cross section. In this case, the depth of concrete compression zone can be calculated by Eq. (1).
xL12 =εcuhf/(εcu+εfu)

(1)

where xL12 is the depth of concrete compressive zone, hf is the depth of fabric, εfu and εcu are
the rupture strain of fabric and the ultimate compressive strain of concrete, respectively. By
imposing force equilibrium, the area of fabric AfL can be calculated by Eq. (2).
AfL12=(0.8fcxL12b+ As’σs’ -Asfy)/ffu

(2)

where fc, fy and ffu are the compressive strength of concrete, the yielding strength of
reinforcement and the rupture strength of fabric, respectively. As and As’ are the areas of
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reinforcements in the tensile and compression zones, respectively. b is the width of cross
section. σs' is the stress of compression reinforcement. Based on the geometry and material
properties of specimens tested in this study, AfL12 is calculated and is equal to 31.79 mm2.
Theoretically, fabric rupture occurs if the fabric area is lower than AfL12, while concrete crushing
happens in the converse case.
For a beam strengthened by fabric reinforced AAS matrix, the strains of concrete,
reinforcement and fabric are correlated by the depth of concrete compression zone x. Based on
force equilibrium at the section, x can be computed based on Eq. (3).
α1fcβ1xb+Fs’-Fs-Ff=0

(3)

where α1 and β1 are the parameters depending on the compressive strain of concrete at the top
surface. Fs, Fs’ and Ff are the resultant forces of tensile reinforcement, compressive
reinforcement and fabric, respectively. Afterward, the bending moment M at the yielding state
or the ultimate state can be calculated by Eq. (4).
M=α1fcβ1xb(hf - β1x/2)+Fs’(hf-as’)-Fs(hf-h0)

(4)

where h0 is the distance from the tensile reinforcements to the top of section. For a beam failed
with concrete crushing, α1 and β1 can be taken as 1.0 and 0.8, respectively. For other cases, α1
and β1 can be determined in accordance with Eqs. (5)-(8) [37].
α1=k1/β1

(5)

β1=2k2

(6)

 c
 c2
−
if  c   c 0

2
  c 0 3 c 0
k1 = 
1 −  c
if  c 0   c   cu
 3 c 0

(7)

 4 c 0 −  c
if  c   c 0
12 − 
 c0 c
k2 = 
2
2
1 − 3 −  c 0 / 2 c if     
c0
c
cu

 6 − 2 c 0 /  c

(8)

where εc0 is the compressive strain of concrete at the peak stress, and εcu is the ultimate
compressive strain of concrete.
4.2 Comparison between prediction and test results
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Figure 13. Theoretical values of Fy and Fu under different Af.
Figure 13 shows the predicted yielding and ultimate loads of beams strengthened with different
amounts of fabric. The yielding and ultimate loads of the tested RC beams are also plotted.
Theoretically, the yielding load of beam strengthened by fabric reinforced AAS matrix
increases linearly with the area of fabric. On the other hand, the ultimate load of strengthened
beam increases linearly as the amount of fabric increases up to AfL12. When more fabrics are
provided (i.e. Af >AfL12) in the strengthening system, the ultimate load of beam increases
nonlinearly as it is dominated by the properties of concrete.
As seen in Figure 13, the developed model generally overestimates the yielding and ultimate
loads of the three strengthened beam specimens. The yielding load Fy is slightly overestimated
by about 10%. However, the predicted ultimate loads of the strengthened beams are much
higher than their test results. This is mainly attributed to that fabric bundles in the strengthening
system are hard to work simultaneously. It means that the amount of effective fabrics in
strengthening system for resisting force is reduced, although the assigned Af in the
strengthening scheme is much larger than AfL12. Moreover, it was found that some fabric
bundles suffered a local slippage before rupture during the test, which further decreases the
utilization of fabric strength. These explanations are also evidenced by that the failure of
strengthened beams initiated with fabric rupture rather than concrete crushing.
To quantify the effectiveness of fabric bundles in the strengthening scheme, an efficiency factor
μ defined as the ratio of Afm to Af is proposed. Afm is calculated with the proposed analytical
model based on the targeted yielding and ultimate loads, while Af is the actual area of fabric
used in the strengthened beams. Table 7 summarizes the calculation of efficiency factor for the
three strengthened beams. In general, the efficiency factor of fabric in the strengthening system
ranges from 0.2 to 0.4. For the beams strengthened by the optimized strengthening system, two
efficiency factors of 0.35 and 0.25 for fabrics are obtained for estimating the yielding and
ultimate loads, respectively. They can also be adopted in the design of fabric reinforced AAS
matrix-strengthened RC beams.
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Table 7. Calculation of efficient factor μ for fabric area in strengthened specimens.
Specimen
B-A-S-A0
B-A-L-A0
B-A-L-1.5A0

Af
(mm2)
40
40
60

Yielding state
Load from Required
test (kN)
Afm (mm2)
61.7
9.0
63.4
12.4
67.8
21.3

μ
0.23
0.31
0.36

Ultimate state
Load from
Required
test (kN)
Afm (mm2)
72.1
8.9
75.9
11.5
82.8
16.3

μ
0.22
0.29
0.27

5. Conclusions
This paper investigated the flexural behaviour of RC beams strengthened by carbon fabric or
FRP bars reinforced AAS matrix. The influences of matrix type, fabric bundle size, total fabric
amount and matrix reinforcement form on the effectiveness of the proposed strengthening
method were examined. Seven RC beams, including one control specimen and six strengthened
specimens, were tested under four-point bending. Based on the test results, the following
conclusions can be drawn.
(1) The externally bonded CFRP fabric or bars reinforced AAS matrix is effective in enhancing
the flexural performance of RC beams. The ultimate load and flexural elastic stiffness of
RC beams strengthened with 1.5A0 fabric are increased by 26.4% and 58.5%, respectively.
The proposed strengthening method can also reduce the strain of tensile reinforcements in
RC beams by around 20% at the advanced stage of loading.
(2) Replacing OPC matrix by AAS matrix in the strengthening system shifts the failure mode
from end-debonding of strengthening layer to slippage combined with rupture of fabric.
The strength of CFRP fabric is better utilized in the strengthening method, leading to
improved loading capacities and stiffness for RC beams.
(3) Large bundle fabric in the strengthening system is more effective in enhancing the flexural
behaviour of RC beams. Progressive rupture of fabric in the strengthening system tends to
restrain the total tensile force sustained by the small-section fabric.
(4) Increasing the amount of fabric in the strengthening system decreases the cracking load and
elastic stiffness of RC beams, but enhances their yielding load, ultimate load, and cracking
stiffness. The former reduction is mainly dominated by the net area of matrix, while the
latter is contributed from the fabric in the strengthening system. However, excessive fabric
would induce interlaminate debonding between fabric layer and matrix, and consequently
decreases the effectiveness of the strengthening system.
(5) The beam strengthened with CFRP bars reinforced AAS matrix exhibits the higher stiffness
and comparable ultimate load as compared to that with equivalent amount of fabric. As it
fails in premature end-debonding of strengthening layer, proper anchorage of CFRP bars
reinforced AAS matrix can be provided to further utilize the strength of CFRP bars.
(6) The proposed analytical model based on sectional analysis overestimates the yielding and
ultimate loads of RC beams strengthened by fabric reinforced AAS matrix. Two efficiency
factors of 0.35 and 0.25, taking account of the area of effective fabric, are obtained and
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recommended to determine the yielding and ultimate loads of strengthened beams,
respectively.
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